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Abstract
The CO2DGM detailed global model is used to characterize electric thrusters breathing CO2 .  The
latter are of interest to Mars and Venus artificial  satellites and spacecraft propulsion in their vicinity. 
CO2DGM results are illustrated by diagrams giving the composition of the plasma components and
ionization  percentages  containing  isothermal,  isobaric  and  isoenergetic  curves  which  describe  the
thruster functioning for various regimes.
The model incorporates data concerning detailed structure and reactions involving oxygen and carbon
species and  molecules composed from them, including their ions. Thus, spectral lines intensity of the
main thruster constituents is obtained, allowing for optical emission spectroscopy diagnostics.

1. Introduction

Using of CO2 as Electric Thruster (ET) propellant is of interest to propulsion of satellites and spacecrafts in the
vicinity of  stellar  bodies possessing atmospheres  composed mainly of  this molecule.  Thus,  CO 2 fueled ETs are
considered for  propulsion near  Mars  and Venus following  In Situ Resources  Utilization (ISRU) technology for
satellites and spacecrafts [1]. CO2DGM, a Detailed Global Model (DGM) developed by DEDALOS Ltd specifically
for CO2 fed ETs of various types, can be used for theoretical characterization and non-perturbing Optical Emission
Spectroscopy (OES)  diagnostics  of  prototypes  developed  for  on  ground  experiments [2,3] increasing  the  TRL
number prior to the IOD and IOV steps. Once TRL 9 is obtained, the ISRU type thruster applications in industry will
become possible for Solar system exploration in general [3], up to missions to its more distant planet Neptune [4]. In
so doing, atmospheres containing other than CO2 constituents, notably nitrogen and oxygen [5,6] and hydrogen and
helium [7,8] have been addressed. 
As usually, results obtained by CO2DGM are often presented under the following forms: 
-- Plasma Components Composition (PCC) diagrams, giving the composition of the plasma components as a function
of the pressure (p) or of the absorbed power (Pabs)
-- Functioning Diagrams (FD) which contain crossing isothermal and isoenergetic curves and provide ionization
percentage also as a function of p or Pabs

-- Theoretical  first  and second oxygen and carbon spectra belonging to given conditions,  which allow for OES
diagnostics.
On the basis of CO2DGM results, preview of the main species densities in a prototype, namely CO2, CO, oxygen and
carbon,  including  their  ions  and  molecules,  together  with  the  electron  density  ne and  temperature  Te values  is
obtained. Besides  p or Pabs , the elaborated PCC diagrams incorporate the ET form factors and also values of CO 2

propellant  feed, through the total Flow Rate (QTOT). Analysis of the corresponding functioning regimes is obtained
and illustrated using FDs.
Obtained theoretical  spectra of O I,  O II and C I,  C II,  necessary for  OES diagnostics,  are here presented and
commented. In order to thoroughly support OES diagnostics, extended sets of data concerning the neutral and the
singly, doubly and trebly ionized oxygen species have been specifically included in the DGM basic equations [1].
The latter consist of a “power balance” equation plus the well-known “statistical equations” set addressing the main
plasma species. Thus, CO2DGM becomes able to describe the effects of the present atomic and ionic structures in a
realistic manner, leading also to detailed calculation of the  theoretical spectral lines belonging to the ET plasma. In
addition, data pertaining to the molecules of interest are also included in the model.
CO2DGM evaluates the PABS losses belonging to the thruster functioning conditions. Thus, it results to realistic mean
values of the thruster plasma parameters, as was reported elsewhere [9,10].
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Characterization and OES diagnostics of prototype thrusters fed by CO2 are presented and discussed using CO2DGM
results. Although molecular CO2 spectra are also very present in the plasma, especially for low PABS values, only OES
diagnostics based in the visible and UV part of the atomic and ionic oxygen and carbon species spectral emission is
addressed, with oxygen and carbon containing species which are present in considerable amount. The choice of the
atoms or ions of which the spectra are to be taken as a basis of the OES diagnostics is made according to their
relative abundance in the plasma. Spectral acquisition may contribute also to the model validation, by comparison of
results obtained using experimental spectra of neutral, singly and doubly ionized species with the theoretical ones.
Spectral acquisition can be further lead to the surfaces erosion level.
In all, CO2DGM results are used in controlling, diagnosing and optimizing the functioning of the thruster. We focus
here on low pressure CO2 plasma properties, which is of interest to ISRU type electric thrusters fed by the Mars
Atmosphere (MAtm). In view of previous studies results [11], influence of the nitrogen presence in the MAtm on the
functioning  of  ETs  breathing  this  atmosphere  is  neglected.  Spectroscopic  measurements  can  also  evaluate  the
presence of various components coming from erosion, which according to the ET type and to the amount of the
oxygen presence could become considerable.
CO2DGM is also of interest to the initial phase of entry in the atmospheres of Mars [12]. Note that, in this case the
pressure varies very fast and special attention must be payed to its variation. Applicability study of the model for
application in various conditions is given in [13].
A wide range of PABS values is addressed, going from 0.5 kW to 4 kW. Evidently, the PABS of interest depends on the
feed technology selected (direct CO2 breathing or propellant collection in an adequate vessel), on the thruster type
and form factor and on the amount of the used propellant which is strongly related to the available absorbed power.
While PCC diagrams illustrate the constitution of the propellant inside the ET as calculated by the model for given
conditions, a synoptic FD, based on more than one PCC, contribute to analyze the thruster functioning. FDs give the
ionization percentage as a function of the pressure by two sets of crossing curves, with each of them pertaining to a
given value of PABS  or of Te. An alternate  form of FD diagrams is also possible, describing the thruster functioning
dependence on PABS , with the parametric curves referring to values of p and Te .
Description  of  CO2DGM model  is  not  given  here.  The model fundamentals,  allowing for  the  important  ISRU
support of ETs provided by this type of modeling and by the concomitant OES diagnostics, have been described
elsewhere [1]. 
In  Section  2 of  this  contribution,  the  composition  and  the  properties  of  plasma  created  from  CO2 in  various
conditions  which are primarily of interest  to propulsion in the Mars  and Venus vicinities  are investigated. This
concerns medium and high power class CO2-fueled ET prototypes with QTOT of 40 sccm. Sufficient PABS should be
available in order to sustain ionization convenient for the sought thrust. A FD which is obtained on the basis of
CO2DGM results for various functioning conditions is addressed in Section 3. In Section 4, typical theoretical CO2

spectra corresponding to a case addressed in previous sections are compared with experimental  ones , leading to
illustration of OES diagnostics results. Finally, conclusions of this work are contained in Section 5.

2. PCCs and concomitant diagrams obtained for CO2 –fuelled ETs

Results  obtained by  CO2DGM, pertaining to  the presence  of  various components  of  the  CO2 -fed  ETs plasma
functioning under various conditions, are analyzed in the following on the basis of PCC diagrams. Percentages of
CO2 and  CO2

+ and  of  other  neutral  and  ionized  species  created  in  the  thruster  plasma,  together  with  the  total
ionization percentage TOT and the electron temperatures Te which are evaluated by the model, are also occasionally
presented in concomitant diagrams. The latter provide a complete overview of the corresponding plasma state.
A typical ET form factor of  R = 2 cm and L = 18 cm resulting to a plasma volume larger than previously [14] is
chosen here, with Helicon type thrusters applied in MAtm and Venus Atmosphere (VAtm) propulsion and in Mars
and Venus missions in mind. Also, sufficient fuel availability is presumed, due to the ISRU technology addressed.
The considered CO2 feed of 40 sccm is expected to lead to a sufficiently ionized propellant, provided enough power
is made available in order to reach convenient absorbed power PABS values. In our examples, the PABS values are
varying from 0.5 kW up to 4 kW, but only the two cases of 1 kW and 4 kW are addressed specifically in this section.
Fundamental results as total density nTOT ,  electron density ne and the densities of the main plasma constituents
obtained by  CO2DGM are presented in the corresponding PCC diagrams, which are spanning a pressure region
going from 1 mTorr to 10 mTorr.
For the considered form factor of R = 2 cm and L = 18 cm and a QTOT = 40 sccm, the plasma composition obtained by
CO2DGM when the absorbed power is PABS = 1 kW is illustrated in the pressure depending log – log PCC diagram
shown in  Fig. 1. The total density nTOT (magenta dashed curve) increases regularly with pressure, followed with a
factor of around 0.5 by the electron density ne (magenta dash dotted curve). CO2

+ density values (thick black curve
with hollow triangles)  which  is  the  more  abundant  species  follow with quite  lower  values,  beginning  at  about
5.0x1011 cm-3 and increasing for higher pressures.  The ground level  (ν = 0) of carbon dioxide  density values  CO2

(thin black points curve) begin with the same value for p = 1 mTorr with similar values, but increase rather slowly
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with p. The electron density remains quite higher than this of CO2
+ for all pressures, indicating considerable creation

of ionized components other than CO2
+ as are O+ and CO+.

Neutral species as atomic oxygen (Tot O, red curve with hollow circles) and CO (blue curve with full triangles) and
the quite less present  C (green curve with full diamonds) are created but, except from the case of oxygen near 1
mTorr, the corresponding ions are more present. Presences of O and CO increase fast with pressure, while C presence
starts from lower values and increases slowly. Presences of the corresponding ionized species  O+ (red curve with
crosses),  CO+ (blue curve with crosses) and  C+ (green curve with empty diamonds) are considerable,  with their
densities increasing fast with pressure. 

Figure 1. Pressure-dependent PCC for ET fueled by 40 sccm of CO2, for Pabs = 1 kW

The lower part of Fig. 1. pertains to less abundant species. Among them are the twice ionized O2+ (red dashed curve
with crosses) and C2+ (green curve with crossed diamonds) species. Both follow curves which have maxima slightly
exceeding  1011 cm-3, for pressures around 2 mTorr and 7 mTorr correspondingly. Abundance of  O2

+ (red dashed
curve with crosses), although is similar with this of C2+ around 1 mTorr pressure, diminishes fast and falls to about
one order of magnitude lower values for 10 mTorr. Inversely, the total abundance of the neutral oxygen molecules
Tot O2 (red curve with inverted full triangles) diminishes slowly to almost three times lower values when the pressure
increases from 1 mTorr to 10 mTorr. The density of its vibrational state ν=0 part (red dotted curve) is the bulk of the
molecule presence for lower pressure values, while for higher ones its curve dissociates lightly from the Tot O2 one,
showing an appearance of vibrationally excited states.
At 1 mTorr pressure, density values of less than 109 cm-3 pertain to electronegativity ( O-, red dotted curve with stars)
and to metastable O (3s, met) species (red short dashed curve). With increasing pressure, electronegativity increases
steadily to values of about two orders of magnitude higher and the metastable oxygen reaches a density level of
about 3x109 cm-3.
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An  alternative insight  on the ET plasma ionization and electron temperature and also on the main components
percentages as part of the total density nTOT under the chosen conditions, is provided by Fig. 2, showing a diagram
concomitant to the PCC of the Fig. 1. Symbols in this diagram are mostly self-explanatory with colours following
mostly these of Fig. 1.

Figure 2. Pressure-dependent diagram, concomitant to the PCC of Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 illustrates the percentages of the main plasma constituents and also the total ionization percentage ξTOT = nIONS /
nTOT (values given in the left side of the figure). The electron temperature Te values are given in the right side of the
figure. Note that for high pressures the ξTOT values are practically coinciding with these of the electron percentage ne /
nTOT . The increasing difference among them pertaining to the lower pressures region shows a noticeable presence of
doubly ionized species in this case. The observed concomitant fast increase of the Te values (values given in the right
side of the figure) when pressure diminish in the same region is considerable.
The neutral CO2 percentage has a minimum at about 2.5 mTorr, while each of the O+ and CO+ percentages reach its
maximum at slightly higher pressure values. The CO2

+ percentage shows a  slight difference from the CO2 one for 1
mTorr, but for higher pressure values this difference becomes considerable, with the CO2

+ percentage increasing
continuously, exceeding finally 45 % for 10 mTorr. CO+ percentage is always lower than the O+  one, especially in
the low pressure region. Percentages of the three most present formed neutrals, namely oxygen, carbon monoxide
and carbon are lower than the corresponding singly ionized and diminish slowly when pressure increases, while the
corresponding densities are increasing, according to the PCC of Fig. 1. Percentages of C+ species have low values,
diminishing with increasing pressure. Percentages of O2 and O2

+ species have comparable diminishing values, which
are already very low even near 1 mTorr.
In case of a quite higher absorbed power of Pabs = 4 kW, a sustained ionization can be obtained. For the same form
factor of R = 2 cm and L = 18 cm and QTOT of 40 sccm addressed in Figs. 1,2,  the plasma composition obtained by
CO2DGM when the absorbed power is PABS = 4 kW is illustrated in the pressure depending log – log PCC diagram of
Fig. 3, which uses the same symbols with Fig. 1. The total density nTOT increases regularly with pressure, following
practically the electron density ne . CO2

+ density values have quite lower values (1013 cm-3) than O+ and CO+ for p =
10 mTorr. The total carbon dioxyde density values Tot CO2 have much lower values than in Fig. 1 due to the ample
ionization. It is to be observed that the electron density remains much higher than this of O+ which becomes now the
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most  abundant species,  practically for  all  pressures  except  around 1 mTorr.  This  indicates  abundant  creation of
ionized components other than O+ (CO2

+ ,  CO+) and ionization promotion notably for p values in the 2 mTorr to 5
mTorr region.
Due to relatively low vibrational excitation presence in low pressures, the presence of  CO2 (ν=0) species which
coincides  with  this  of  CO2 for  low  p values,  increases  very  slowly with  pressure  while  total  CO2 increases,
approaching 2x1012 cm-3 for p = 10 mTorr pressure.
Neutral species as oxygen (Tot O) and CO and the quite less present C are created, but the corresponding ions are
more present than in Fig. 1. Presences of Tot O and CO increase fast with pressure, while C presence remain around
1011 cm-3 density.  Presences  of  the  corresponding  ionized  species  O+,  CO+ and  C+ are  considerable,  with  their
densities increasing fast with pressure.

Figure 3. Pressure-dependent PCC for ET fueled by 40 sccm of CO2, for Pabs = 4 kW

The twice ionized species are promoted in the upper part of Fig. 3 near the simply ionized ones, while the lower part
of Fig. 3 pertains to less abundant species. Interestingly, the twice ionized O2+ and C2+ have considerable abundances,
due to the high values of Pabs . Abundance of  O2

+ increases from 1010 cm-3 for low pressure values but strongly
diminishes for higher pressure. Inversely, the total abundance of the neutral oxygen molecules  Tot O2  diminishes
slowly to  two  times  lower  values  when  the  pressure  increases  from 1  mTorr  to  10  mTorr.  The  density  of  its
vibrational state  ν=0 part  is the bulk of the molecule presence for lower pressure values, while for higher ones its
curve dissociates lightly from the Tot O2 one, as in the case of Pabs = 1 kW, showing an appearance of vibrationally
excited states. 
At 1 mTorr pressure, density values of less than 109 cm-3 pertain to electronegativity O- and to metastable O (3s, met)
species, but with increasing pressure, both increase slowly.
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An extended  insight  on  the  ET plasma  ionization  and  electron  temperature  and  also  on  the  main  components
percentages as part of the total density nTOT under the chosen conditions is provided by Fig. 4, also for Pabs = 4 kW.
The diagram shown in this figure is concomitant to the PCC of the Fig. 3, with symbols in this diagram mostly self-
explanatory.

Figure 4. Pressure-dependent diagram, concomitant to the PCC of Fig. 3, Pabs = 4 kW

As was the case with  Fig.  2,  Fig. 4 includes the percentages of the main plasma constituents and also the total
ionization percentage ξTOT = nIONS / nTOT . The electron temperature Te values are given in the right side of the figure.
Note that for the higher and the lower pressures the ξTOT values are comparable with these of the electron percentage
ne / nTOT . The observed fast increase of the Te values when pressure diminish for the lower pressure values region is
very high, going mostly outside the figure.
In the lower part  of  Fig.  4, in accordance with results shown in  Fig.  3, only presences of  O+ and  CO+ exceed
practically the 20 %.

  3. Functioning of ETs fueled with QTOT =  40 sccm of CO2

Functioning of CO2-fueled ETs is investigated seeking the ionization percentages of the plasma components following
isopower and isothermal curves. In so doing, the necessary FDs have been obtained on the basis of the CO2DGM results.
In the present section, such a diagram is presented, corresponding to parameters and conditions pertaining to the cases
addressed in the previous section. PCC and concomitant diagrams presented in Section 2, provide only two snapshots of
the plasma composition of a CO2 fed thruster under the given conditions. In fact, CO2DGM may result to a condensed
description of ET functioning under various corresponding conditions. Such FD-based descriptions for CO2 plasma, but
also for other propellants addressing thrusters under various conditions, have been done previously elsewhere [9,15-19].
We present here in  Fig. 5 a typical pressure depending FD, describing the functioning of a Helicon type ET with the
characteristics and in conditions addressed in Section 2. Results of absorbed powers span the region from 0.5 W to 4.0
kW (blue isopower curves with stars). Corresponding electron temperatures vary from Te = 3.5 eV to Te = 40 eV (red
isothermal curves with full circles) in case of 40 sccm CO2  fueling. Characteristics of the two PCC diagrams already
presented in  Section 2 are embedded in  Fig. 5. However, this figure contains additional CO2DGM results, related to
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PCCs which have not been included in Section 2 for lack of space.
It is possible to observe in Fig. 5 that in the case of lower Pabs values the provided power is mostly spend to chemical
reactions without contributing to consistent ionization percentage. It can also be seen that, once the propellant feed has
been selected, the ionization level depends essentially on the total pressure and on the absorbed power. 

Figure 5. Pressure-dependent FD

Note that  we address  here  an ISRU type  technology,  hence the  availability of  the  propellant  could become an
important issue only in case of  projects addressing missions in the Near Mars Trips (NMT) and Near Venus Trips
(NVT), which may be away from regions insuring sufficient availability of the propellant.

  4. CO2 plasma OES diagnostics based on CO2DGM results

Optical diagnostics has been successfully used in diagnosing CO2 plasma, as reported e.g. in [1,3,9-12,14,20]. Non-
perturbing OES diagnostics is addressed here, also based on the spectra of neutral and of singly ionized oxygen and
carbon species. The theoretical spectra of these species have been obtained by calculations based on the CO2DGM
model, while the experimental ones must be acquired experimentally each time from the corresponding plasma to be
diagnosed. It  has  been often verified that  OES diagnostics  leads to reliable results in the laboratory and in the
industry notably of interest to space technology, whenever detailed experimental and theoretical spectra are available
for comparison. Obviously, in order to obtain detailed theoretical spectra of the plasma, an extended set of data have
been included in the model. These have been described elsewhere. However, data from [21] play an essential role.
Related calculations have been also made following [22]. More generally, we have used theoretical values pertaining
to the atomic components of space interest propulsion plasma either for Collisional – Radiative (C-R) modeling for
argon [23-25] and for xenon [23,26,27] or with DGMs for xenon [19], for iodine [16,28,29] and for CO2 [20].
Here,  the  possibility  of  using  both  oxygen  and  carbon  species  allows  for  an  advantageous  comparison  of  the
corresponding  diagnostics  results.  In  so  doing,  the  abundance  of  the  species  calculated  simultaneously by the
CO2DGM model are taken into consideration. A similar procedure, comparing OES results from hydrogen and from
helium spectra of the same plasma is addressed in [30,31], see also the poster by Katsonis and Berenguer [8], this
Conference.  
As an example of the theoretical oxygen spectra obtained by CO2DGM we present in Figs. 6 and 7 the main lines of
the neutral oxygen and carbon spectra correspondingly. The most intense theoretical lines in these figures belong to
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VUV region, with their intensities divided by 100 in order to fit adequately in the figures. Handling experimentally
of VUV spectra is rather cumbersome, therefore we propose to use spectra belonging to the UV and visible regions.
Large spectral regions are addressed by our calculations, including the VUV, UV, visible and IR regions, for typical
conditions as noted in the figures. The addressed absorbed power is of 1 kW, which corresponds to the first example
of Section 2, Figs. 1, 2.
Multiplet identification and evaluated intensities are given in  Figs. 6 and 7 using various colors, seeking a clear
description of the spectra. The corresponding cores are also given in parenthesis and the individual line intensities are
marked by short horizontal lines.

Figure 6. Extended O I theoretical spectrum from the VUV up to IR regions 

Figure 7. As in Fig. 6, but for C I spectrum
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Main theoretical spectral lines of O II and C II, roughly in the 50 nm to 700 nm region, are given in Figs. 8 and 9.
These ionized species spectra pertain to the same conditions with those of Figs. 6 and 7. Both are covering smaller
wavelength ranges. The spectra have been calculated simultaneously with those of the neutral O and C species.
Multiplets and cores are also noted occasionally in Figs. 8 and 9, as was the case with Figs. 6 and 7. 

Figure 8. O II theoretical spectrum from the VUV up to optical regions

When spectra are acquired in the OES context, comparison of experimental lines obtained by spectral acquisition
with the theoretical ones shown in Figs. 6, 7 and Figs. 8, 9 result straightforwardly to important plasma parameter
values as electron density and temperature and ionization level. Thus, it becomes possible to obtain characterization
and monitoring of the studied device on the basis of the modeling and the OES diagnostics of its plasma.

Figure 9. As in Fig. 8, but for C II spectrum
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  5. Conclusions and perspectives                                

The PCC and  FD diagrams and theoretical  oxygen and  carbon  I  and  II  spectra  obtained  from  CO2DGM and
presented and discussed in Sections 2-4 contribute efficiently to characterize theoretically and to diagnose prototype
CO2 fed thrusters. Absorbed power values from 0.5 kW to 4 kW have been addressed here, for a total CO2 flow rate
of 40 sccm and pressures going from 1 mTorr to 10 mTorr.
CO2DGM is able to strongly support characterization and diagnostics of CO2-fueled ETs, notably those which take
advantage of ISRU technology. It will considerably contribute to the optimization of such ETs, which are expected to
be applied in satellite propulsion e.g. in the MAtm and VAtm.
More generally, besides Mars and Venus satellites, NMT and NVT missions should take advantage of CO 2 propellant
harvested from MAtm and VAtm.
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